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 fx for free. by Symphony Software at AAWashboardKeys ($139) Do you use your iPad Pro as an instrument? So can the
Symphony App of the AAWashboardKeys Combo Kegae II. The app has presets for Pro Tools and a host of guitar, bass, piano

and drum sounds. The library is free but there is a pro version which costs $39.99. It includes editing functions. by Optek at
Studio Clip ($4.99) Optek's Studio Clip is a virtual instrument for producing a host of atmospheric effects. The program

features a modern interface, full manual controls, inspiring presets, a multilayer tracker and MIDI i/o support. It includes 44 x
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24 binaural fx and a 32-band EQ. by SpringTUTOR at ZynAddSubFX ($11.99) TUTOR stands for Transcription U3ore it is an
app that does what it says on the tin. This virtual instrument creates transcription scores from MIDI files. This one is probably
aimed more at jazz musicians than rock bands. by SONARquest at Moog ($4.99) This is a VST/AU plug-in. It allows you to

sample up to 24-bit audio and apply chorus, delay, reverb and lo-fi effects in real time. by Solsoft at IntimateFX ($10.95) This
is a virtual analog synthesizer. It is based on the Solvox synthesizer and the program is available for Mac, PC and iOS. The iOS

version includes an app. by Source Music at $49.95 Steinberg's SampleTank 3 is a powerful software sampler that can record up
to 96 mono tracks at once. It includes a complete set of vintage chorus, stereo delay, rotary speaker, phaser, vocoder, tremolo,
multisampler and a modern EQ. by Symphonix Software at $169 Symphonix's Fission Pro is a virtual analog synthesizer that

works with Ableton Live and Photoshop. It includes a vocoder, chromatic equalizer, multi-band noise, spectral analyzer, multi-
effect and a stereo flanger.List of active British Army brigades The British Army employs a number of specialised brigades,

usually consisting of two to three regiments of infantry, a reconnaissance regiment, 82157476af
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